A NIGHT AT CAMP NUJUM

YOUR GATEWAY TO ARABIAN SPIRIT
Feel the sands of time flow through your fingers, as you and your guests indulge in an evening under the infinite desert sky at Camp Nujum, Camp of the Stars, nestled within a traditional Bedouin tent.

Secluded amid the dunes, this intimate and exclusive experience is a serene expression of Liwa culture. From a guided camel trek to thrilling activities, healthy smoothie station to lively BBQ dinner complete with tales of Arabia, this immersive evening is a true reflection of the desert’s past and present.
All guests and our team members will pass through the thermometry disinfection and thermos reader at the resort entrance.

You will be given sanitising wipes before and after being in the car to Camp Nujum.

On arrival at the camp, our team will open your sealed linens in front of you.

Our team will provide guidance on the air filtration system within the tent, sanitiser stations and sanitation tags in the bathroom.

You will also be offered the opportunity to prepare your food yourself or have one of our regularly tested team members work their culinary magic.
THE AGENDA

DAY 1

- Embark on your journey to the camp with a guided camel trek.
- Arrive at the camp and watch the sunset from the top of the dunes.
- Experience the essence of Emirati hospitality in the majlis tent with Arabic coffee, dates or a freshly prepared smoothie.
- Test your skills and pump up the adrenaline with exciting desert activities such as sandboarding, fat biking and archery.
- Indulge in an authentic Arabian feast with mouthwatering local dishes and a traditional barbecue.
- Immerse yourself in the Emirati culture and traditions, while hearing traditional Arabian stories around the campfire in the tranquil Rub Al Khali desert.
- Stay overnight or return to the resort in a car or on a camel.

DAY 2

- Watch the sunrise against a falconry display.
- Indulge in a wholesome breakfast.
- Return to the resort in a car or on a camel.

Optional experiences:
Astronomy, traditional band, oriental band, desert drive, team building activities

Guests wishing to visit Camp Nujum just for dinner, or a special event will enjoy sunset cocktails at the camp site, followed by a sizzling BBQ dinner before returning to the resort.
#QASRNUJUM

To book your Camp Nujum experience, please call +971 2 886 2088 or contact the activity desk on extension #8622 between 9.00 am and 9.00 pm.

*All prices in UAE Dirham and are inclusive of all applicable service charges, local fees and taxes.